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Abstract 

Computer systems engineering is by definition the adoption of proven procedures for 
developing computer hardware and software. It is also the use of common methods for 
communicating design concepts within business application development. The acceptance 
of standards for managing quality in computer systems development is the mandatory 
first step towards managing and assuring Quality, and consequently, demands Senior 
Management commitment. 

Introducing Quality Assurance Management implies a set-up of mutual commitments on 
Customer System Requirements, Information Resources Technology, Software Industry 
Standards, and Project Plan. Large projects require unambiguous Review and Reporting 
mechanisms such as Users Review, Technical Review, Senior Management Review, 
Change Control Boards and so forth. Success can be obtained by using an appropriate 
Project Management method, clear Review and Approval mechanisms, a tailored Quality 
Assurance approach, a collection of adequate development and configuration tools, and 
last but not least, by ensuring active customer involvement. The benefits are: quantified 
quality effort, monitored progress, accurate measurements and reports, enforced 
uniformity and improved communications. The final product is then of the required 
quality, up to the budget and to the estimated time-frame. Client satisfaction enriches 
business and competitive advantage. 
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